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Abstract Ocean fields that initialize coupled TC prediction models must accurately represent the
dynamics of mesoscale features and the associated distribution of upper ocean temperature and salinity.
They must also provide unbiased realizations of upper ocean heat content and stratification. Ocean
Observing System Simulation Experiments (OSSEs) are performed for three storms: Isaac, 2012; Edouard,
2014; and Gonzalo, 2014. These OSSEs assess the impact of rapid-response prestorm ocean profile surveys
on improving ocean model initialization. Two types of surveys are evaluated: airborne deployments of
expendable profilers and deployments of in situ thermistor chains along lines intersecting predicted storm
paths. Assimilation of the existing ocean observing system substantially constrains mesoscale structure in
dynamical fields, primarily because of the four available altimeters. However, these observations only mod-
estly constrain mesoscale structure and bias in upper ocean thermal fields. Adding rapid-response airborne
surveys to these observing systems produces substantial additional correction in thermal fields, but minimal
additional correction in dynamical fields. Without altimetry assimilation, rapid-response profiles produce
large additional correction in both dynamical and thermal fields. Airborne CTDs sampling temperature and
salinity over 1000 m versus XBTs sampling temperature over 400 m produce additional correction for
dynamical fields, but not for upper ocean thermal fields. Airborne surveys are generally more effective than
thermistor chain deployments because they can sample a larger area at higher horizontal resolution and
because the latter only measures temperature over the upper �100 m. Both airborne profile surveys and
thermistor chain deployments effectively reduce upper ocean thermal biases.

1. Introduction

Tropical Cyclones (TCs) force Sea Surface Temperature (SST) cooling that provides a negative feedback limit-
ing storm intensification [Schade and Emanuel, 1999; Chan et al., 2001; Zhu and Zhang, 2006; Lloyd and
Vecchi, 2011; Balaguru et al., 2015]. Increasing wind speed produces faster cooling beneath storms that
reduces enthalpy flux from ocean to atmosphere. The strength of this negative feedback depends on the
dynamical and thermodynamical (temperature, salinity, and density) structure of the upper ocean. Both
temperature and thickness of the surface warm layer, which is defined for TCs as the layer where tempera-
ture exceeds 268C, are important factors governing this feedback [Leipper and Volgenau, 1972; Jacob et al.,
2000; Mainelli et al., 2008; Jaimes and Shay, 2009; Shay and Brewster, 2010; Vincent et al., 2012; Cione, 2015].
Thin warm layers permit rapid cooling that increases the negative feedback because the storm-forced ocean
mixed layer can efficiently entrain colder water from below. Feedback strength also depends on storm
parameters, with larger and slower moving storms experiencing stronger feedback [Lin et al., 2009; Mai
et al., 2012; Walker et al., 2014; D’Asaro et al., 2014; Halliwell et al., 2015].

Although prestorm SST tends to be horizontally uniform during the TC season, ocean eddies and boundary
currents can be associated with large horizontal differences in upper ocean warm layer temperature and
thickness, and thus with the thermal energy available to storms. These features are also associated with dif-
ferences in upper ocean stratification that affect the rate of mixed-layer deepening and cooling. Dynamical
processes are also important because the background vorticity field associated with these ocean features
distorts the forced SST cooling pattern [Jaimes et al., 2011, 2015, 2016]. Warm-core anticyclones and western
boundary currents have relatively thick warm layers and dynamical properties that tend to limit cooling
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while cold-core cyclones have relatively thin warm layers and dynamical properties that tend to enhance
cooling [Hong et al., 2000; Shay et al., 2000; Walker et al., 2005; Lin et al., 2005; Wu et al., 2007; Jaimes and
Shay, 2010; Vianna et al., 2010; Ma et al., 2013; Jaimes et al., 2015, 2016].

These factors make it necessary to initialize ocean forecast models with three-dimensional fields that accu-
rately represent dynamical ocean features and their associated temperature, salinity, and density structure.
Ocean observing systems are important in this context because they constrain errors in ocean analysis
products used to initialize ocean forecast models [Pascual et al., 2006; Pun et al., 2007; Goni et al., 2009].
Assimilation of the existing operational ocean observing system substantially constrains initial ocean model
errors [Halliwell et al., 2017]. Assimilation of prestorm rapid-response ocean survey observations is expected
to further reduce initialization errors and improve prediction of SST cooling rates beneath the inner-core
regions of storms, the region where this cooling has the greatest potential impact on intensity [Cione and
Uhlhorn, 2003]. The present analysis is designed to quantitatively assess the impact of rapid-response pres-
torm ocean surveys on reducing initialization errors. It emphasizes the additional positive impact achieved
beyond that already realized by assimilating operational ocean observations, particularly satellite altimetry
which strongly constrains ocean mesoscale structure. Results are valid only for deep ocean regions away
from continental shelves and only for rapid-response observations collected ahead of storms over their pro-
jected paths at least 1 day before arrival.

A limited number of prestorm rapid-response ocean profile surveys have been conducted from hurricane
research aircraft and evaluated for historical Atlantic Ocean storms. These surveys involve airborne deploy-
ments of expendable bathythermographs (AXBT), conductivity-temperature-depth profilers (AXCTD), and/or
current profilers (AXCP), with the latter instrument also measuring temperature profiles. (The capability to
assimilate current velocity has not yet been developed and tested in our DA system.) Prestorm surveys are
typically conducted in a ‘‘lawnmower’’ pattern to map the ocean mesoscale and associated upper ocean
temperature-salinity structure and also to reduce bias in upper ocean heat content and stratification over a
relatively large area. Surveys have been performed for Isidore and Lili (2001) [Shay and Uhlhorn, 2008;
Uhlhorn and Shay, 2012, 2013], Rita (2004) [Jaimes and Shay, 2010], and Gustav and Ike (2008) [Meyers et al.,
2016]. Also, an AXBT demonstration project [Sanabia et al., 2013] has deployed profilers in and around a
number of storms in the Atlantic and Pacific oceans. The latter project documented ocean model error
reduction resulting from profile assimilation using an adjoint-based method that does not require observa-
tions to be withheld for evaluation [Cummings and Smedstad, 2014].

Another survey approach has been considered, specifically the prestorm deployment of thermistor chains
attached to surface platforms. Two types of surface platforms can be used: surface drifters typically drogued
to 15 m that drift with the flow, and powered platforms such as the Liquid Robotics Wave Glider (https://
www.liquid-robotics.com/) that extract propulsion energy from surface gravity waves and that can be
steered to specified locations or instructed to remain stationary. Limited deployments of thermistor chains
ahead of storms have been conducted [Hormann et al., 2014; Lumpkin et al., 2016]. Wave gliders have been
tested and found to survive within hurricanes [Lenain and Melville, 2014] but have not yet been used in
extensive prestorm deployments. One deployment strategy being given serious consideration, and that is
evaluated herein, is to deploy several thermistor chains along one or more ‘‘picket fence’’ lines that are
approximately normal to the projected storm path.

Rigorous quantitative assessment of one set of in situ airborne lawnmower surveys was conducted using
Observing System Experiments (OSEs) [Shay et al., 2011]. These ocean surveys were conducted for an
entirely different purpose, specifically to improve prediction of the transport and dispersion of oil from the
Deepwater Horizon oil spill. However, impacts can still be assessed with respect to the TC prediction prob-
lem. OSEs are twin data-assimilation experiments where one assimilates all observations and the second
denies the system being evaluated [e.g., Atlas, 1997]. Impacts are quantified by increased error and bias in
ocean analyses, and also in forecasts initialized by these analyses, resulting from denial. The oil spill OSE
evaluated combinations of AXBTs, AXCTDs, and AXCPs that were deployed by the NOAA WP-3D hurricane
research aircraft in lawnmower patterns on nine flight days between 8 May and 9 July 2010 [Shay et al.,
2011]. The OSE demonstrated that denial of the profile observations increased upper ocean RMS tempera-
ture errors by �30% [Shay et al., 2011]. Although these results are encouraging, the ability of OSEs to quan-
tify impact is limited. The truth must be represented by observations withheld from assimilation, or must be
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represented by the data-assimilative analysis itself as in the adjoint method of Cummings and Smedstad
[2014].

In Observing System Simulation Experiments (OSSEs), the truth is represented by an independent, validated,
high-quality ocean model simulation. The availability of a high-resolution, three-dimensional representation
of the truth permits rigorous analysis of the structure and variability of errors in prognostic and derived
model fields that is not possible in OSEs. Furthermore, OSSEs provide a method to evaluate the impact of
new observing systems and different deployment strategies for existing systems [Arnold and Dey, 1986;
Atlas, 1997; Atlas and Riishojgaard, 2008; Halliwell et al., 2014; Hoffman and Atlas, 2015]. These capabilities
are exploited herein to evaluate different design strategies for prestorm lawnmower airborne and ‘‘picket
fence’’ thermistor chain surveys without the need to actually deploy instruments. To evaluate these strate-
gies in different oceanic conditions, three storms are considered: Isaac (2012) in the Gulf of Mexico along
with Edouard and Gonzalo (2014) in the open Atlantic Ocean. Multiple storms are considered because they
occurred over regions with different oceanographic conditions. In particular, ocean currents and eddies in
the Gulf of Mexico, along with the heat content differences associated with these features, are more ener-
getic than over the open Atlantic regions. Impacts are assessed based on the requirements to accurately
represent mesoscale structure and to reduce bias in upper ocean heat content and stratification in the initial
fields provided to ocean models. For comparison, a joint OSE-OSSE analysis is presented for an actual air-
borne profile survey that was conducted prior to Edouard. In the future, impact analysis will be extended to
error reduction in coupled intensity forecasts, but that effort is beyond the scope of the present analysis.

The ocean OSSE system is briefly described in section 2 while the experimental approach is discussed in
section 3. Section 4 presents the impact of operational ocean observations, focusing in particular on the rel-
ative impact of altimetry assimilation versus other observing system components. Impact assessments for
rapid-response surveys are presented in section 5. Section 5.1 presents the OSSE impact analysis for syn-
thetic airborne ocean profile surveys. Section 5.2 presents the OSE analysis of a real airborne ocean profile
survey during Edouard in comparison to an OSSE analysis assimilating synthetic versions of the same obser-
vations. Section 5.3 presents the impact of picket-fence deployment of thermistor chains. Results are sum-
marized in section 6.

2. Ocean OSSE System

Key components of OSSE systems include a Nature Run (NR), a high-resolution unconstrained ocean simula-
tion using a state-of-the art ocean model that represents the ‘‘truth,’’ a data-assimilative ocean forecast sys-
tem using an ocean model different from the NR (referred to as the Forecast Model, henceforth FM), and
software to simulate ocean observations from the NR and add realistic errors. Detailed design characteristics
for OSSE systems are presented in Hoffman and Atlas [2015]. The ocean OSSE system used in the present
study follows these design recommendations and evaluation procedures to insure that credible assess-
ments are obtained. The present OSSE system uses the fraternal twin approach with the HYbrid Coordinate
Ocean Model (HYCOM) used as the NR and FM, respectively. To ensure that realistic errors exist between
the two models, they are run with substantially different choices of numerical schemes and subgrid-scale
parameterizations. Furthermore, the FM is run at lower resolution than the NR (0.088 horizontal Mercator
mesh and 26 vertical layers versus 0.048 horizontal Mercator mesh and 35 vertical layers). Both configura-
tions are adequate to resolve ocean mesoscale features, but the NR is configured to be more realistic. Model
configuration and OSSE system design are discussed in detail in Halliwell et al. [2017] along with the influ-
ence of this system design on observing system impact assessments. Aspects of system design that influ-
ence impact assessments for the observing systems examined herein will be discussed as needed in the
remainder of this paper.

It is the existence of a validated, three-dimensional, high-resolution representation of the truth that permits
detailed rigorous assessments to be performed that are not possible with OSEs. The ocean OSSE system
was initially evaluated in the Gulf of Mexico [Halliwell et al., 2014]. The first application of that system evalu-
ated different airborne survey strategies in the Gulf of Mexico during the time of the Deepwater Horizon oil
spill [Halliwell et al., 2015]. That evaluation focused on issues such as horizontal profile separation, temporal
resolution of surveys, and profiler type (400 m AXBTs versus 1000 m AXCTDs). The results demonstrated the
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overall positive impact of these surveys on reducing ocean model initialization errors that can potentially
improve TC intensity prediction.

The ocean OSSE system has been extended to cover the Atlantic Ocean hurricane domain (58S–458N,
extending east to 208W), which is sufficiently large to limit the influence of boundary conditions over the
subdomain directly affected by hurricanes. The suitability of the OSSE system NR for representing the ‘‘true’’
ocean has already been demonstrated. Model mean climatology, seasonal cycles, and variability of dynami-
cal and thermodynamical fields were all deemed realistic [Kourafalou et al., 2016]. Model variability was also
deemed realistic with respect to the Gulf Stream response to Hurricane Bill (2009) [Kourafalou et al., 2016].
Androulidakis et al. [2016] further demonstrated that the NR realistically reproduced the barrier layer associ-
ated with Amazon-Oricono river discharge, enabling the barrier layer impact on the ocean response to sev-
eral storms to be studied.

Overall system validation was conducted by comparing OSEs to OSSEs that were identical except that the
OSSEs assimilated synthetic versions of the actual ocean observations assimilated by the corresponding
OSEs [Halliwell et al., 2017]. The OSSE system does produce credible impact assessments but tends to over-
estimate impacts based on RMS error reduction by O(10%). Because no correction is applied in the present
paper, all assessments contained herein based on RMS error reduction contain this slight overestimate,
which was found to not alter fundamental conclusions. Halliwell et al. [2017] also present the first applica-
tions of the Atlantic system. First, the impacts of key components of the existing ocean observing system
(altimetry, Argo floats, satellite and in situ SST) with respect to reducing ocean model initialization errors
were demonstrated. Second, enhancements to the existing ocean observing system achieved by deploying
one to several underwater gliders were demonstrated. The present study extends these results to rapid-
response, prestorm ocean surveys.

3. Experimental Design

3.1. Prestorm Ocean Survey Experiments
Three reference experiments provide baselines for evaluating observing system impacts (Table 1). A long
unconstrained run of the FM beginning late 2008 provides error estimates in comparison to the NR without
assimilation. The magnitude and distribution of these errors were deemed realistic compared to errors that
presently exist between unconstrained state-of-the-art ocean models and the actual ocean [Halliwell et al.,
2017], a key requirement for an OSSE system to produce credible assessments [Atlas, 1997; Hoffman and
Atlas, 2015]. With this criterion substantially satisfied, impacts are assessed by the reduction in these error
resulting from assimilation of observations into the FM. Rapid-response ocean observations are evaluated in
comparison to experiment CONTROL which assimilates four major components of the operational ocean
observing system (Table 1), specifically all four altimeters available during the 2014 hurricane season, satel-
lite and in situ SST measurement systems, Argo floats, and XBT profiles. Synthetic versions of these observa-
tions are simulated from the NR at the same time, location, and depths as the actual observations. The
rapid-response observations are also evaluated in comparison to experiment NOALT (Table 1), which differs
from CONTROL by denying all four altimeters. Altimetry is chosen for comparison because these observa-
tions provide the largest correction to mesoscale ocean structure compared to other observing system

components [e.g., Oke et al., 2015].
This large impact has also been
documented and verified by com-
paring OSE and OSSE results using
the present Atlantic system in Halli-
well et al. [2017]. Comparison of error
and bias reduction in CONTROL with
respect to NOALT quantitatively
assesses the importance of altimetry
in comparison to the other compo-
nents of the operational observing
system. By adding rapid-response
observations to both CONTROL and

Table 1. Table of Reference Experiments Used to Evaluate the OSSE Results

Experiment Observations Assimilated Run Time Interval

FM None (unconstrained) Late 2008 through 2014
CONTROL Four altimeters (Jason-2,

Cryosat, Envisat, Haiyang-2a)
Satellite SST
In situ SST
Argo profiles
XBT profile

Isaac: 1 Mar 2012 to 31 Oct 2012
Edouard, Gonzalo: 1 Mar 2014 to
31 Oct 2014

NOALT Satellite SST
In situ SST
Argo profiles
XBT profiles

Isaac: 1 Mar 2012 to 31 Oct 2012
Edouard, Gonzalo: 1 Mar 2014
to 31 Oct 2014
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NOALT, the relative importance of sat-
ellite altimetry and rapid-response sur-
veys is quantitatively assessed.

OSSEs are performed for three hurri-
canes: Isaac (2012) in the Gulf of Mex-
ico, Edouard (2014) in the open
Atlantic east of 608W, and Gonzalo
(2014) in the open Atlantic between
608W and 708W (Figure 1). Evaluations
for Gonzalo are performed for surveys
conducted in two separate regions
along the path (Gonzalo south and
Gonzalo north, Figure 1) to illustrate
how results can vary as a function of
location for a given storm. The result-
ing four regions representing three
storms enable evaluations to be con-
ducted for a variety of ocean condi-
tions. The basic set of OSSE
experiments is listed in Table 2, four
evaluating synthetic airborne surveys
and two evaluating synthetic thermis-
tor chain deployments. This set is run
twice in the Isaac, Edouard, Gonzalo
north, and Gonzalo south regions to
perform the evaluations, once adding
the rapid-response profiles to CON-
TROL and the other adding them to
NOALT. For each of the storm regions,
the strategy is to sample the ocean
between 2 and 4 days before the
storm arrives. The errors added to the
synthetic observations simulated from
the NR are summarized in Table 3.

The subset of experiments to evaluate
airborne surveys (Table 2) include two
to evaluate AXBTs profiling tempera-
ture down to 400 m (AXBT1D and
AXBT2D) and two to evaluate AXCTDs

Figure 1. Sampling locations for the synthetic rapid response experiments in four
hurricane survey regions. P3 airborne surveys are shown in the left figures while
thermistor chains deployed on surface platforms are shown in the right figures.
Idealized P3 surveys were run over 2 days, with red points representing the day 1
survey and black points representing the day 2 surveys.

Table 2. Table of the Basic Set of OSSE Experiments Used to Evaluate Both P3 Survey Strategies and Picket Fence Deployments of
Thermistor Chains Attached to Surface Platformsa

Experiment
Instrument

Type Profiles
Vertical

Resolution
Number of

Daily Surveys
Nominal Horizontal

Resolution

AXBT1D Expendable profiler T to 400 m 2 m 1 day 18

AXBT2D Expendable profiler T to 400 m 2 m 2 days 0.58

AXCTD1D Expendable profiler T,S to 1000 m 2 m 1 day 18

AXCTD2D Expendable profiler T,S to 1000 m 2 m 2 days 0.58

THFIX Thermistor chain T to 100 m 8 m 3 days 18 along line; �28

between lines
THADV Thermistor chain T to 100 m 8 m 3 days 18 along line; �28

between lines

aThis basic set was run for each storm, including both the northern and southern deployments for Gonzalo, by adding the rapid-
response observations to both CONTROL and NOALT.
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profiling temperature and salinity down to 1000 m (AXCTD1D and AXCTD2D). For each instrument, either
one single-day survey was conducted (AXBT1D and AXCTD1D), or two surveys were conducted on consecu-
tive days (AXBT2D and AXCTD2D). Each individual survey was designed so that instruments were deployed
with nominal horizontal separations of about 18. In experiments where surveys were conducted on two con-
secutive days, the profilers were deployed between locations sampled on day 1 to achieve nominal horizon-
tal resolution of 0.58 (Figure 1). The FM model 0.088 horizontal resolution is adequate to accept this profile
resolution.

The subset of experiments to evaluate thermistor chain deployments (Table 2) include one to evalu-
ate cases where the surface platforms maintain a constant position (THFIX) and another to evaluate
cases where the platforms (surface drifters) advect with the 15 m surface current field (THADV). The
thermistor chain release points are shown in Figure 1 (right). Thermistors were deployed along ‘‘picket
fence’’ lines with horizontal separation of 18 along each line. For all storms and subregions, three lines
were deployed with horizontal separation of either 2.0 or 2.58. The larger separation between lines
enables the consequences of increasing horizontal profile separation substantially beyond 18 to be
evaluated.

3.2. Quantitative Impact Assessment Procedures
Quantitative impact assessments are based on error reduction in the representation of mesoscale structure,
and also on bias reduction in upper ocean heat content and stratification. Several model fields that are
important to the hurricane prediction problem are analyzed. To assess impacts on ocean dynamics,
dynamic height at the surface relative to 1000 m (D1000), sea surface height (SSH), and the depth of the
208C isotherm (H20) are considered. In TC regions, H20 maps are often used as a proxy for the main thermo-
cline and thus represent the mesoscale structure of upper ocean boundary currents and eddies [e.g., Meyers
et al., 2014]. To assess impacts on ocean thermodynamics, two surface fields [SST and sea surface salinity
(SSS)] and four subsurface fields [tropical cyclone heat potential (TCHP) relative to the 268C isotherm, depth
of the 268C isotherm (H26), mean temperature between the surface and 100 m (�T 02100), and temperature
difference at the surface relative to 100 m (DT02100)] are considered.

Table 3. Synthetic Observations Simulated to Perform the OSSEs Along With Errors Added

Observing System
Component Instrument

Instrument
Measurement

RMS Error RMS Representation Errors Other RMS Errors

Satellite altimetry Cryosat 0.02 m 0.02 m; correlation length
scale 40 km

Internal tides
0.01 m (length scale 5 km)

Jason-2 0.02 m 0.02 m; correlation length
scale 40 km

Internal tides
0.01 m (length scale 5 km)

Envisat 0.02 m 0.02 m; correlation length
scale 40 km

Internal tides
0.01 m (length scale 5 km)

Haiyang-2a 0.02 m 0.02 m; correlation length
scale 40 km

Internal tides
0.01 m (length scald 5 km)

SST Satellite MCSST 0.38C 0.28C
In situ fixed surface buoy 0.18C 0.28C
In situ surface drifter 0.18C 0.28C
In situ ship intake 0.28C 0.28C

Argo Argo profiling floats T: 0.0058C
S: 0.005 PSU

T: 0.158C
S: 0.08 PSU

(taper to zero from surface to
200 m)

Random depth error-2 m (taper
to zero above 100 m)

In situ XBT Primarily ship transects 0.058C Random 0.28C (taper to zero from
surface to 200 m)

Random depth error-1.5% of
depth fall rate

AXBT Airborne profilers 0.028C Random 0.28C (taper to zero from
surface to 200 m)

Random depth error-RMS
amplitude 2 m at 100 m
depth

AXCTD Airborne profilers T 0.028C
S 0.05PSU

Random
T 0.28C

S 0.05PSU
(taper to zero from surface to

200 m)

Random depth error-RMS
amplitude 2 m at 100 m
depth

Thermistor chains Attached to surface
drifters

T 0.028C Random 0.28C (taper to zero from
surface to 200 m)

Random depth error above
target depth (2% of depth)
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TCHP, also referred to as ocean heat
content [Leipper and Volgenau, 1972], is
calculated by,

TCHP5cp

ðH26

0
q T zð Þ226½ �dz; (1)

where cp is specific heat of seawater at
constant pressure and H26 is 268C iso-
therm depth. TCHP derived from satel-
lite altimetry [Meyers et al., 2014] is used
in the Statistical Hurricane Intensity Pre-
diction Scheme (SHIPS) to forecast
intensity at the U.S. National Hurricane
Center [DeMaria et al., 2005; Mainelli
et al., 2008]. TCHP serves as an index of
the ocean thermal energy potentially
available to maintain or intensify storms
[e.g., Lin et al., 2013] while the H26 field
represents the thickness of the upper
ocean layer that is sufficiently warm to
support storms. �T 02100 was recom-
mended by Price [2009] as an alternate
to TCHP in representing thermal energy
available to storms because it is defined
continuously throughout the ocean as
opposed to TCHP and H26 which trun-
cate at zero toward higher latitudes.
Finally, DT02100 represents the differ-
ence between SST and temperature at a
depth that the ocean mixed layer can
reach under strong storm forcing.

Following ocean model initialization
requirements, impact assessments are
based on reduction of both RMS errors

and mean biases present between ocean analyses fields. Defining x as a model field representing the truth (simu-
lated by the NR) and y as the same field from a model experiment being evaluated, these statistics are calculated by

RMSE5
1
n

Xn

i51

yi2hyið Þ2 xi2hxið Þ½ �2
( )1

2

; B5hyi2hxi: (2)

RMSE represents the accuracy with which the model field under consideration represents mesoscale struc-
ture, which is important for both model dynamical and thermodynamical fields. B represents model bias,
which is evaluated only for thermodynamical fields because bias in dynamical fields SSH and D1000 does not
affect circulation. All statistics are calculated over regions directly influenced by the rapid-response profile
observations shown by the boxes in Figure 1 for the reference experiments listed in Table 1 and the OSSE
experiments listed in Table 2.

4. Impact of Observational Ocean Observing Systems

Quantitative impact assessment of altimetry assimilation compared to other components of the operational
ocean observing system is based in part on reduction in RMSE with respect to the truth (NR) for all nine
model dynamical and thermodynamical fields (D1000, SSH, H20, SST, SSS, TCHP, H26, �T 02100, and DT0–100). The
RMSE of the FM provides the benchmark error level for each field (Table 4) which, based on the FM evalua-
tion presented in Halliwell et al. [2017], approximately represents the large errors with which present-day

Table 4. RMSE of the Three Reference Experiments With Respect to the NR:
the Unconstrained FM Along With CONTROL and NOALTa

Storm Field

Experiments

FM RMSE CONTROL RMSE NOALT RMSE

Isaac D1000 (m) 0.278 0.035 (87%) 0.214 (23%)
SSH (m) 0.267 0.032 (88%) 0.217 (19%)
H20 (m) 58.09 15.58 (73%) 46.35 (20%)
SST (8C) 0.394 0.198 (50%) 0.310 (21%)
SSS (PSU) 0.625 0.444 (29%) 0.624 (0%)
TCHP (kJ cm22) 15.86 8.53 (46%) 12.93 (18%)
H26 (m) 27.45 10.27 (63%) 21.18 (23%)
T0–100 (8C) 1.46 0.449 (69%) 1.15 (21%)
DT0_100 (8C) 2.15 0.488 (77%) 1.71 (20%)

Edouard D1000 (m) 0.075 0.036 (52%) 0.076 (–1%)
SSH (m) 0.105 0.035 (67%) 0.103 (2%)
H20 (m) 73.2 44.06 (40%) 59.69 (18%)
SST (8C) 0.425 0.216 (49%) 0.244 (43%)
SSS (PSU) 0.188 0.102 (46%) 0.126 (33%)
TCHP (kJ cm22) 6.96 3.66 (47%) 5.32 (24%)
H26 (m) 6.99 4.65 (34%) 6.82 (2%)
T0–100 (8C) 0.672 0.449 (33%) 0.550 (18%)
DT0_100 (8C) 0.610 0.487 (20%) 0.570 (7%)

Gonzalo south D1000 (m) 0.092 0.055 (40%) 0.081 (12%)
SSH (m) 0.132 0.048 (64%) 0.105 (20%)
H20 (m) 32.62 23.56 (28%) 23.80 (27%)
SST (8C) 0.160 0.134 (16%) 0.152 (5%)
SSS (PSU) 0.345 0.209 (39%) 0.293 (15%)
TCHP (kJ cm22) 9.04 6.54 (28%) 7.67 (15%)
H26 (m) 15.44 10.57 (32%) 13.84 (10%)
T0–100 (8C) 0.571 0.362 (37%) 0.480 (16%)
DT0_100 (8C) 1.16 0.794 (32%) 1.01 (13%)

Gonzalo north D1000 (m) 0.088 0.034 (61%) 0.070 (20%)
SSH (m) 0.099 0.031 (69%) 0.086 (13%)
H20 (m) 29.12 23.10 (21%) 26.46 (9%)
SST (8C) 0.267 0.123 (54%) 0.152 (43%)
SSS (PSU) 0.183 0.074 (60%) 0.128 (30%)
TCHP (kJ cm22) 10.79 4.68 (57%) 7.71 (29%)
H26 (m) 12.49 6.87 (45%) 10.48 (16%)
T0–100 (8C) 0.766 0.350 (54%) 0.514 (33%)
DT0_100 (8C) 0.802 0.583 (27%) 0.808 (–1%)

aNumbers in parentheses give the reduction in CONTROL and NOALT RMSE
with respect to FM RMSE.
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unconstrained ocean models represent the chaotic ocean mesoscale. Reduction in RMSE with respect to FM
RMSE for experiments CONTROL and NOALT documents the relative impacts of altimetry versus other oper-
ational observing system components on these model fields (Table 4). Assimilation of SST, Argo floats, and
XBT profiles alone generally produce only modest RMSE reduction, while adding the four altimeters greatly
increases RMSE reduction. Altimetry is especially effective for dynamical variables D1000 and SSH in all storm
regions because it corrects temperature and salinity profiles throughout the water column [Pascual et al.,
2006; Pun et al., 2007]. Error reduction in the upper ocean thermodynamical variables due to altimetry
assimilation is also large in the Gulf of Mexico prior to Isaac, presumably because altimetry corrects the large
temperature and salinity differences associated with the Loop Current and associated eddies. The one
exception is for SSS, where RMSE is not reduced at all for NOALT and is reduced by only 29% for CONTROL.
This results because of limited availability of Argo floats and the inability of altimetry to provide accurate
corrections in SSS. Additional RMSE reduction for thermodynamical variables resulting from altimetry assim-
ilation remains substantial, but is generally modestly smaller in the open Atlantic regions analyzed for
Edouard and Gonzalo.

To visualize corrections in mesoscale structure with respect to the truth (NR) resulting from assimilation,
errors are mapped for one dynamical variable (SSH) and one thermodynamical variable (TCHP) at the height
of the 2014 hurricane season (13 September) over a large section of the Atlantic domain (Figure 2). As
expected, altimetry assimilation substantially reduces errors associated with mesoscale structure of dynami-
cal fields. In the Gulf of Mexico, large SSH errors primarily result from displaced locations of the Loop Cur-
rent path and associated eddies between the NR and experiment FM. In the less-energetic open Atlantic
subtropical gyre, errors between the FM and NR associated with displaced mesoscale eddies dominate the
error field and these errors are substantially corrected with altimetry assimilation. Errors remain large in
NOALT (Figure 2) because Argo and XBT profiles do not have the horizontal resolution to substantially cor-
rect the three-dimensional structure of mesoscale features while SST products only correct near-surface
temperature. Errors in thermodynamical variable TCHP (Figure 2) display similar behavior as errors in SSH
(Figure 2) except that error reduction is not as large in response to altimetry assimilation. As for SSH, Argo
and XBT profiles do not sample at sufficient horizontal resolution to produce substantial error reduction in
the mesoscale structure of TCHP. Not only does altimetry assimilation produce a smaller correction in TCHP

Figure 2. Error maps (difference between each experiment and the truth represented by the NR) for the unconstrained FM (top row) the
CONTROL experiment (middle row), and experiment NOALT (bottom row) for SSH (left) and TCHP (right).
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mesoscale structure compared to SSH, but large-scale regions of either positive or negative bias remain
after altimetry assimilation (Figure 2).

The OSSE system assimilates altimetry by correcting subsurface model profiles of layer thickness, tempera-
ture, and salinity using the Cooper and Haines [1996] approach that preserves water mass structure [Halliwell
et al., 2014, 2017]. (HYCOM uses Lagrangian hybrid vertical coordinate layers, not Cartesian z coordinates.)
While assimilation of multiple altimeters can substantially correct mesoscale structure in dynamical varia-
bles, the resulting correction of model subsurface thermodynamical fields, both mesoscale structure and
bias, is less accurate [Halliwell et al., 2017]. Because the Cooper and Haines [1996] procedure corrects tem-
perature and salinity profiles throughout the water column emphasizing the first baroclinic mode structure,
corrections are usually suboptimal over the upper �200 m including the upper ocean mixed layer. In gen-
eral, higher-mode vertical structure is associated with a weak SSH signal that is not well constrained by
altimetry. Consequently, rapid-response prestorm profile surveys can potentially provide additional correc-
tion in subsurface thermodynamical fields over this part of the upper ocean than is provided by altimetry
assimilation.

5. Impact of Rapid-Response Ocean Surveys

5.1. OSSEs for Airborne Profile Surveys
The addition of rapid-response profile observations to CONTROL for the P3 experiments listed in Table 2
produces the RMSE reduction statistics graphed in Figure 3, while the addition of the same profile

Figure 3. Percentage RMSE reduction in four hurricane survey regions with respect to the unconstrained FM for five experiments including
CONTROL along with four experiments where P3 profiles were added to the operational ocean observations that were assimilated in
CONTROL.
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observations to NOALT produces the RMSE reduction statistics graphed in Figure 4. Because other compo-
nents of the ocean observing system besides altimetry produce relatively small RMSE reduction in experi-
ment NOALT for all model fields except SSS, the addition of rapid-response profiles tends to produce large
additional corrections (Figure 4). With altimetry assimilation providing substantial additional RMSE reduc-
tion, the addition of rapid-response profiles to CONTROL produces substantially smaller additional correc-
tions (Figure 3). Intermediate results are expected if fewer than four altimeters are assimilated. The impact
of rapid-response surveys therefore depends on the number of altimeters that are assimilated along with
the accuracy of the method used to assimilate altimetry.

With four altimeters assimilated, altimetry correction of mesoscale structure based on RMSE reduction in
the Gulf of Mexico for Isaac is large for all fields except SSS (Figure 3). Consequently, additional corrections
resulting from profile assimilation are small except for SSS. In the other open-ocean regions, the largest
additional corrections are observed for subsurface thermal fields (H20, TCHP, H26, �T 02100, and DT0–100), sug-
gesting that corrections resulting from profiler assimilation are particularly important close to and above
the main thermocline where altimetry corrections of upper ocean thermal fields is presumably less accurate.
Additional corrections for dynamical field SSH, which tend to be slightly larger for experiments assimilating
AXCTDs down to 1000 m, are relatively small. By contrast, the additional corrections for dynamical field
D1000 tend to be larger than for SSH because the profilers correct density over all (AXCTDs), or a substantial
fraction of (AXBTs), the 1000 m depth range over which this field is calculated. Profilers only correct density
over a small fraction of the full water column in deep water, so the additional SSH correction is proportion-
ately smaller than for D1000. Without altimetry assimilation, profile assimilation produces large correction in
the mesoscale structure of both of these dynamical variables.

Figure 4. Percentage RMSE reduction in four hurricane survey regions with respect to the unconstrained FM for five experiments including
NOALT (which did not assimilate altimetry) along with four experiments where P3 profiles were added to the observations assimilated in
NOALT.
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Breaking down results by the impact of other factors, comparison of the 1 day and 2 day experiments
demonstrates that second-day surveys generally produce additional RMSE reduction whether or not
altimetry is assimilated (Figures 3 and 4). Given that day 2 surveys were designed to collect profiles at
locations between the locations sampled on day 1, and thus reduce nominal separation distances
from 1.08 to 0.58, the smaller scales resolved when the two consecutive days of profiles are assimilated
do not lead to large additional RMSE reduction. Comparing corresponding experiments that assimilate
400 m AXBTs and 1000 m AXCTDs, similar corrections are achieved for all subsurface thermal fields
whether or not altimetry is assimilated (Figures 3 and 4) because both profiler types measure temper-
ature within the depth range over which these fields are calculated. However, in the absence of altim-
etry assimilation, large additional RMSE reduction is achieved for dynamical fields with AXBT
assimilation, but a substantially larger reduction is achieved with AXCTD assimilation in all regions
except in the Gulf of Mexico where the reduction is only slightly larger (Figure 4). With altimetry
assimilation, the advantage of AXCTD assimilation over AXBT assimilation is still present, but greatly
reduced (Figure 3). Correction of SSS is always improved with AXCTD assimilation regardless of
whether altimetry is assimilated.

The DA method used for the OSSE system [Halliwell et al., 2014] assimilates ocean profiles discretized in the
hybrid vertical layered coordinate structure of HYCOM [Bleck, 2002; Chassignet et al., 2003; Halliwell, 2004],
which then requires that the observed AXBT profiles in z coordinates first be remapped to model hybrid
vertical coordinates [Halliwell et al., 2017]. This in turn requires that synthetic salinity profiles be generated
based on climatological temperature-salinity correlations. Present results suggest that this approach dis-
plays substantial skill but is still inferior to actually measuring salinity. However, with the assimilation of four
altimeters, the advantage of actually measuring salinity is substantially reduced. Overall, an airborne AXBT
survey conducted on a single day with nominal 18 profile separation does provide substantial additional
RMSE reduction compared to ocean analyses that just assimilate the existing ocean observing system.
Enhancements such as sampling over 2 days to cover higher horizontal resolution or deploying deeper
AXCTDs does further improve RMSE reduction by an amount that depends on the number of altimeters
that are available for assimilation.

Actual corrections achieved in profile assimilation by experiment AXCTD2D are mapped as the difference
AXCTD2D minus CONTROL (Figure 5) for one dynamical variable (SSH) and two thermodynamical variables
(TCHP and DT100) for all storms and regions. One takeaway is that corrections resulting from rapid-response
prestorm surveys are strongly confined to the region that is directly sampled. This results because the radius
of influence of individual observations, which in the present DA system [Halliwell et al., 2014] depends on
both horizontal correlation scale, which is typically O(100) km, and the localization radius of 200 km for
ocean profiles that is imposed to terminate influence over distances too large to permit significant correla-
tion. The corrections have insufficient time to spread beyond the sampling area before the storm arrives.
[see Halliwell et al., 2017 for a discussion on how these system design parameters affect profile assimilation.]
Another takeaway is that the nominal 0.58 horizontal profile spacing is highly adequate to resolve meso-
scale structure. The fact that RMSE reduction was only modestly smaller for experiment AXCTD1D with
nominal 18 resolution (not shown) indicates that the single-day surveys with 1.08 resolution correct meso-
scale structure with nearly as much accuracy. This result is consistent with the Gulf of Mexico OSSEs pre-
sented in Halliwell et al. [2015] which demonstrated that mesoscale corrections rapidly degrade only as
horizontal profile separations exceed 18.

Correcting bias in upper ocean thermodynamical fields is also very important to the hurricane prediction
problem. Bias with respect to the truth (NR) is summarized for three model thermodynamical fields (TCHP,
DT0–100, and SST) in all storm regions in Table 5 for experiments FM, CONTROL, and four rapid-response P3
surveys where the profiles were added to CONTROL. Experiment CONTROL reduces bias magnitude in all
three fields in the Gulf of Mexico, but does not consistently reduce bias magnitude in the other storm
regions, particularly where small bias magnitude exists in experiment FM. When the airborne profiles are
added, bias correction for SST is only important for Isaac in the Gulf of Mexico. However, bias correction is
more important everywhere for the two subsurface fields, particularly for TCHP. With the exception of
Edouard for TCHP and Isaac for DT0–100, second-day surveys provide substantial additional bias reduction
compared to single-day surveys for both AXBTs and AXCTDs. In the Gonzalo south region, AXCTDs achieved
additional bias reduction for both 1 day and 2 day surveys.
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5.2. OSE for Airborne Profile Survey
An actual prestorm survey was conducted for Edouard on 12 September 2014 by a WP-3D hurricane
research aircraft (Figure 6). A mixture of AXBTs, AXCTDs, and AXCPs were deployed. Two lines crossing the
projected storm track were run with nominal profile resolution of 0.58 along the lines and with �38 separa-
tion between lines. An OSE is conducted to study the impact of this survey and is compared to an identical
OSSE that assimilated synthetic versions of all observations including the 12 September survey. To perform
the OSE, a special CONTROL experiment (OSECONTROL) was run that was identical to the 2014 OSSE CON-
TROL experiment (Table 1), but assimilated all real operational ocean observations including the four altime-
ters. Experiment OSE was then initialized from OSECONTROL on 11 September and run over a 4 day interval
adding profile assimilation on 12 September to the other observations. Experiment OSSE is identical to OSE
but assimilates synthetic observations.

The ability to evaluate the impact of these real profile observations is limited due to the absence of
actual observations of the true ocean. In particular, there are no Argo or XBT profiles available from the

Figure 5. Field corrections resulting from adding the assimilation of P3 profiles from experiment AXCTD2D to the assimilation of operational ocean observations (AXCTD2D minus
CONTROL). Each row shows a different hurricane survey region for column (a) SSH, (b) TCHP, and (c) DT100.
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operational observing system immedi-
ately before and after September 12 that
are located within the region influenced
by the rapid-response profile survey.
Consequently, analysis is limited to map-
ping the actual corrections achieved by
the profile assimilation as the difference
OSE minus OSECONTROL and comparing
these to the difference OSSE minus CON-
TROL (Figure 6). Maps are presented for
the same three fields analyzed for the
OSSE experiments in Figure 5. The key
result is the impact of having high cross-
track resolution but low along-track res-
olution in the ocean profiles. Eddy struc-
ture is well resolved in the cross-track
direction, but a gap between the lines
exists where little correction is achieved
due again to the limited radius of influ-
ence of individual observations and the
insufficient time for corrections to
spread. The OSE and OSSE experiments
are in agreement.

5.3. OSSEs for Thermistor Chain
Deployments
The addition of rapid-response profile

observations to CONTROL for the thermistor chain experiments listed in Table 2 produces the RMSE
reduction statistics graphed in Figure 7, while the addition of the same profile observations to NOALT
produces the RMSE reduction statistics graphed in Figure 8. With four altimeters assimilated, the therm-
istor chain assimilation provides little or no additional RMSE reduction (Figure 7). Without altimetry
assimilation, modest additional RMSE reduction is achieved for many fields over the four regions (Figure
8), primarily for the subsurface thermal fields TCHP, H26, DT0–100, and dT0–100. Whether the thermistor
chains advect with the 15 m flow or are steered to remain stationary does not make a significant
difference.

Actual corrections achieved by assimilating stationary thermistor chains are mapped as the difference THFIX
minus CONTROL (Figure 9) for one dynamical variable (SSH) and two thermodynamical variables (TCHP and
DT100) for all storms and regions. The same differences are mapped for advecting thermistor chains (THADV
minus CONTROL) in Figure 10. One factor limiting the impact of these deployments is the relatively large
separation between lines of either 2.08 or 2.58. As for the OSE and corresponding OSSE that evaluated the
actual Edouard prestorm survey (Figure 6), this large separation leaves large gaps in the correction field that
then introduces errors in the mesoscale field structure within the region sampled. Two other factors limit
the effectiveness of these thermistor chains in comparison to airborne profile surveys. First, temperature is
measured only over the upper 100 m extending to a limited distance below. This allows modest improve-
ment of subsurface thermal fields only over this depth range. Second, less-accurate estimated salinity must
be assimilated. As a result of all of these factors, RMSE reduction is not realized for dynamical variables,
D1000, H20, and SSS.

Despite this difficulty in correcting mesoscale structure, substantial bias reduction is achieved for
subsurface thermal fields TCHP and to a lesser extent DT0–100 (Table 6). Results are similar for fixed
and advecting thermistor chains. Bias reduction is generally insignificant for SST, in particular
because large bias reduction is already achieved by experiment CONTROL which assimilates satellite
and in situ SST. Overall, modest positive impacts are realized by thermistor chain deployments, but
due to shallow depth coverage, no salinity measurements, and in particular the large distances
between lines in the experiments reported here, they were substantially less effective than the

Table 5. Bias in Three Model Fields for the Storms Tabulated for
Experiments FM, CONTROL, and the Four P3 Surveysa

Storm Experiment
TCHP Bias
(kJ cm22)

DT Bias
(8C)

SST Bias
(8C)

Isaac FM 28.00 20.59 20.55
CONTROL 5.51 0.11 0.19
AXBT1D 3.65 (34%) 20.16 0.12 (37%)
AXBT2D 2.25 (59%) 0.25 0.09 (53%)
AXCTD1D 3.34 (39%) 20.08 (27%) 0.11 (42%)
AXCTD2D 2.02 (63%) 20.10 (9%) 0.08 (58%)

Edouard FM 21.68 20.43 20.21
CONTROL 1.12 20.33 20.22
AXBT1D 20.39 (65%) 20.24 (27%) 20.23
AXBT2D 20.48 (57%) 20.21 (36%) 20.22
AXCTD1D 20.36 (68%) 20.20 (39%) 20.23
AXCTD2D 20.50 (55%) 20.18 (45%) 20.23

Gonzalo south FM 22.31 0.05 20.15
CONTROL 2.42 20.32 20.02
AXBT1D 1.80 (26%) 20.24 (25%) 20.02
AXBT2D 0.35 (85%) 20.14 (56%) 20.03
AXCTD1D 1.27 (48%) 20.17 (47%) 20.03
AXCTD2D 0.07 (97%) 20.14 (56%) 20.04

Gonzalo north FM 25.55 20.09 20.38
CONTROL 4.61 20.51 20.06
AXBT1D 2.22 (52%) 20.40 (22%) 20.05 (17%)
AXBT2D 0.56 (88%) 20.19 (63%) 20.05 (17%)
AXCTD1D 2.26 (51%) 20.38 (25%) 20.06
AXCTD2D 0.49 (89%) 20.17 (67%) 20.05 (17%)

aPercentage bias magnitude reduction with respect to CONTROL is pre-
sented in parentheses for all cases where P3 assimilation actually reduced
the magnitude.
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airborne survey experiments. Multiple picket fence lines should be separated by no more than �18,
which requires a large number of lines to cover large along-track distances and limits cost-
effectiveness.

6. Discussion

OSSEs enable quantitative impact assessments to be performed for new ocean observing systems and for
alternate deployment strategies for existing systems. Furthermore, because OSSE systems provide a high-
resolution, three-dimensional representation of the truth, detailed evaluations of both existing and new
ocean observing system impacts with respect to the truth can be performed that are not possible by
other means, particularly with regard to improving the analysis and prediction of ocean mesoscale struc-
ture. These OSSE system capabilities were exploited to perform quantitative impact assessments of
design strategies for airborne profile surveys conducted in a lawnmower pattern, and also for thermistor
chains attached to surface platforms and deployed in lines that cross predicted storm paths. The assess-
ments were based on important requirements of the TC prediction problem, specifically reduction in
ocean mesoscale errors for all model fields, bias reduction in upper ocean thermal fields, and bias reduc-
tion in vertical temperature structure within and immediately beneath the ocean mixed layer. Observa-
tions are evaluated only in terms of their ability to improve prestorm initialization of model fields over the

Figure 6. (left) OSE results for three model fields: field corrections resulting from adding the actual WP-3D airborne profiles collected prior
to the passage of Edouard on 12 September 2014. (right) Results from an identical OSSE that assimilated synthetic versions of all
observations.
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open ocean. Regardless of their impact for this specific application, the rapid-response observations con-
sidered herein also have high value in sampling ocean profiles beneath and following storms for model
evaluation and scientific analysis.

Because observations from rapid-response surveys are added to existing ocean observations, their impact
was evaluated in terms of their added value over the existing operational observing system. Impacts of
altimetry versus other observing system components were considered separately. Without altimetry assimi-
lation, other components of the observing system produced relatively small corrections to the mesoscale
structure of model fields. The horizontal distribution of subsurface Argo and XBT profiles was not sufficiently
dense to provide large corrections. Satellite and in situ SST observations were sufficiently dense to resolve
horizontal mesoscale structure, but SST is only assimilated within the ocean mixed layer [Halliwell et al.,
2017], which prevents the correction of mesoscale features over their full vertical extent. This DA system
feature is beneficial for TC-related applications. In tropical regions during TC season, SST and mixed-layer
temperature tend to be horizontally uniform due to strong solar heating, which masks the horizontal struc-
ture in temperature associated with ocean boundary currents and eddies that exists beneath the mixed
layer [e.g., Jaimes and Shay, 2009]. If the DA procedure projects this horizontally uniform structure beneath
the mixed layer, it will degrade the representation of mesoscale features. Without altimetry assimilation,
adding rapid-response observations where profilers are deployed with sufficient horizontal density to
resolve mesoscale structure (�18 separation) produced large additional reduction in mesoscale errors. Add-
ing the assimilation of four altimeters produced a large reduction in mesoscale errors of dynamical fields
such as D1000 and SSH so that assimilation of rapid-response profiles resulted in only small additional error
reduction. However, altimetry assimilation produced smaller mesoscale error reduction in subsurface

Figure 7. Percentage RMSE reduction with respect to the unconstrained FM for three experiments including CONTROL along with two
experiments where thermistor chain profiles were added to the operational ocean observations that were assimilated in CONTROL.
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thermodynamical fields, allowing rapid-response ocean profiles to provide more substantial additional error
reduction.

The following recommendations concerning rapid-response ocean survey design are inferred from the pre-
sent OSSE results:

1. Impact of rapid response surveys depends on the RMSE reduction already achieved by assimilating the
existing operational ocean observing systems, in particular satellite altimetry. Increasing the number of
altimeters decreases the additional mesoscale error reduction achieved by assimilating the profiles,
although error reduction remains important especially for subsurface thermodynamical fields even with
up to four available altimeters.

2. Based on the present results and earlier results from the Gulf of Mexico [Halliwell et al., 2015], multiple
ocean profiles should be collected at a nominal horizontal resolution of �18 to adequately resolve meso-
scale ocean features. Small additional improvement is realized with higher sampling resolution, but �18

represents a cost-effective compromise.
3. In the same vein, multiple picket fence lines should be separated by �18 or less with at least 18 along-

line resolution. Line separation >18 leaves correction gaps that negatively affect the correction of meso-
scale structure. This is a disadvantage compared to airborne surveys that can cover larger areas in a
single-day survey with adequate resolution between lines.

4. Small radii of influence plus lack of spreading time confines results to the immediate region containing
the sampling locations. Coupled with the previous two recommendations, it is necessary to sample rela-
tively large areas at �18 horizontal resolution to maximize the potential impact of observations on inten-
sity forecasts.

Figure 8. Percentage RMSE reduction with respect to the unconstrained FM for three experiments including NOALT along with two
experiments where thermistor chain profiles were added to the operational ocean observations that were assimilated in NOALT.
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5. Profilers that only measure temperature require that salinity be estimated by climatological
temperature-salinity correlations. Because estimated salinity has larger errors, RMSE reduction in
model dynamical variables is smaller when AXBTs are assimilated compared to AXCTDs. However,
RMSE reduction in upper ocean thermal fields is not significantly different whether AXBTs or AXCTDs
are assimilated.

6. Although a single-day survey typically achieves substantial correction, additional correction is achieved
for most fields in most regions by sampling on two consecutive days.

7. Thermistor chains deployments generally have less impact than airborne surveys: In the present study,
this reduced impact resulted from the large (�28) separation between ‘‘picket fence’’ lines, from the lim-
ited vertical extent of the profiles (100 m), and by the requirement to estimate salinity based on
temperature-salinity correlations. A single line corrects RMSE over only a short distance along the track
of the storm, and would likely have minimal impact on intensity. Significant improvement could be real-
ized by deploying multiple lines separated by only �18, but this would be costly.

Figure 9. Field corrections resulting from adding the assimilation of thermistor chain temperature profiles from experiment THFIX to the assimilation of operational ocean observations
(THFIX minus CONTROL).
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8. Thermistor chains can be deployed on surface platforms that passively drift with the 15 m current (sur-
face drifters) or on powered surface platforms. Differences in RMSE reduction between assimilating drift-
ing and stationary platforms over a 2–3 day interval before storms were not significant.

9. Bias reduction is important for upper ocean thermodynamical fields to avoid making too much or too lit-
tle thermal energy available to storms, and also to avoid upper ocean stratification that is unrealistically
strong or weak. Both airborne surveys and thermistor chain deployments reduced bias in subsurface
thermal fields.

It is important to consider that impacts have been assessed based on error and bias reduction in initial
ocean fields. Future work is planned to extend impact assessments to error reduction in TC intensity fore-
casts using coupled prediction systems.

The importance of the ocean response as reported in the literature and highlighted in other papers within
this special issue demonstrates the necessity of correctly representing the ocean in coupled prediction sys-
tems. Improvements in ocean observation will be an important step in this direction. The present results

Figure 10. Same as Figure 9, but allowing the surface drifters to advect with the flow field (experiment THADV).
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document positive value in conducting prestorm rapid-response surveys and adding these observations to
the existing operational system. Given the strong dependence of impacts on regional ocean conditions that
is documented herein, this work must be expanded to other storms in other global TC regions to provide a
comprehensive understanding of observing system impacts. Ocean OSSEs will be a key component of that
effort.
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